
Discover Lyon’s Paul Bocuse Covered Market. In the center of Lyon, discover the ancestral “maisons” and this region’s 

produce. Go meet the retailers, discover their excellence produce as well as their know-how.

This gourmet world works every day to showcase the best that Lyon cuisine has to offer. Grab the opportunity to havea 

cook lesson with chef Philippe Lechat “Toque Blanche Lyonnaise” : 04 78 89 24 07.

Sign up for a culinary workshop offered by the GOURMETS Cooking School of the Paul Bocuse Institute - 20, place Bellecour 

in Lyon:  an unforgettable experience  sharing with chefs their passion for the  gastronomy of Lyon 04 78 37 03 00

Chez les Gônes 
102 cours Lafayette 69003 Lyon - 04 78 60 91 61 
Key address of the 3rd arrondisement. An authentic 

‘bouchon lyonnais”, where they

Les garçons bouchers
aux Halles Paul Bocuse 69003 Lyon - 04 72 40 08 59 
«To beef or not to beef…», ” the motto of this restaurant. 

At the counter or as a bistro, up to you - From Monday to 

Sunday lunch and from Thursday to Saturday evening.
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Take the road south out of Lyon, and go off to discover Vienne, a city classed as a City of Art and History, located on the 

Rhône river, is a city with many historical remains. 

Take time and stroll through the city center and discover the Gallo-Roman Auguste and Livie temple, the antique Roman 
Theater, St-Maurice cathedral or the medieval half-timbered houses.

Drive south a few kilometers to discover the notable Côte-Rôtie vineyards close to Ampuis and Condrieu enjoy a viognier 

on these slopes, the local grape variety of these exceptional white wines.

- Cheese lovers should taste the famous Mère Richard Saint-Marcellin available in the covered market in Lyon. 

-  Wine enthusiasts have a preference for visiting wine cellars around Ampuis and Condrieu - Le Cercle des Vignerons, 

wine cellar and tasting, 98 Boulevard des Allées - 69420 Ampuis - 04 74 56 72 29
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Restaurant La Pyramide 
14 boulevard Fernand Point - 38200 Vienne
04 74 53 01 96
Relais & Châteaux, discover the gastronomic cuisine 

of Patrick Henrioux, the two star Michelin Guide chef

Gourmet evening 

Culinary specialties in the Capital of the gastronomy

-  Gallo-Roman Museum in Saint Romain en Gal:  visit 

this archaeological site which presents the restored 

remains of the residential and commercial district from 

the 1st to the 4th century AD of the “ancient Vienna” - 

Children’s workshops during holidays  : 04 74 53 74 01 

- www.musee-site.rhone.fr,

-  Train tour including Pipet’ hill and the city center 

discovery (www.lepetittraindevienne.fr),

-  Gourmet cruise on the Rhône River, from Vienne to 

vineyards (www.bateau-livia.com).

Other activities
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